Calls for projects and laureates E2S

Call for projects

* Tendaï ESPINOSA, laureate 2019
PhD: Understand, evaluate and impulse the evolution of social and environmental activism.
PhD Supervisor: Patrice CASSAGNARD

* Bruno MORENO RODRIGO DE FREITAS, laureate 2017
PhD Supervisor: Carole HARITCHABALET

Call for projects:
- Session 1
- Session 2

This is a grant for PhD students who wish/can carry out part of their PhD work in a foreign laboratory. The research program is then developed with the PhD Supervisor and the partner laboratory, and is based on a complementarity of the work carried out within the original host research team.

* Maxime BOUTER, laureate 2019
PhD: EU ETS market reform and carbon price shock impact in the Business cycle
PhD Supervisor: Jacques LE CACHEUX
Host Laboratory: Stockholm University, Suède

* Bruno MORENO RODRIGO DE FREITAS, laureate 2019
PhD: Energy Markets in the Presence of Renewable Energies
PhD Supervisor: Carole HARITCHABALET
Host Laboratory: Université de Liège, Belgique
The goal of the “Talents’ Academy” is to identify, attract or retain the most promising students. The selected students benefit from an allowance so that they can focus better on studying.

Targeted candidates:

- talented students currently enrolled in L2, who intend to apply for an allowance in L3
- talented students currently enrolled in L3, who intend to apply for an allowance in Master 1
- talented students currently enrolled in M1, who intend to apply for an allowance in Master 2.

Candidates may come from the UPPA or other universities.

Laureates 2019:

* Ludovic TAUZIN, M1 / Master in Applied Economics, 1st year
* Roxane SIMAMINDRA, Applied Economics, 2nd year
* Morgane THIPLOUSE, Applied Economics, 2nd year

* Jean-Pierre DOMEcq, ELADIS: overcrowding management and fight against students dropping out